
 

In the new movie Kick 2, a young police officer is about to be married when a ghost from his past resurfaces. A revenge-seeking criminal with a score to settle causes a wave of criminality and violence to reverberate through society. He is now faced with an impossible choice: set aside his ideals and allow injustice prevail or carry out justice by his own hand. Kick 2 stars Jacqueline Fernandez, Bobby
Deol, Randeep Hooda and Sara Loren in lead roles, whilst Sunil Shetty makes an appearance as the villain. It is being directed by Sajid Nadiadwala who has previously helmed hits such as Kaante & Race movies starring Salman Khan. The film is produced under Nadiadwala Grandson Entertainment and will release on 22 October 2013. The first poster was released on 23 July 2013. "Kick 2" also
marks the return of music composer duo Salim – Sulaiman after a hiatus of eight years and their first collaboration with Sajid Nadiadwala. It marks as Salim–Sulaiman's first project as music composers since 2006, as they have been composing for Bollywood films since then. Although the teaser was released online on 19 August 2013, with a release date set to 22 September, Kick2movie released it
on YouTube with a later release date of 22 October 2013, to coincide with the anniversary of the release of "Kick". The film was earlier titled "Kick 2: Action Action Action!" and "Kick Down". "Kick 2" was initially released on 22 October 2013, even though the official release date was later announced to be 25 October. Kick2movie.com is a digital platform that can stream different genres of
Bollywood movies, which are supported by Sajid Nadiadwala. 

The music is given by Salim-Sulaiman. The female vocals are given by Shraddha Kapoor, Meghna Mishra and Tamil Shreya. The soundtrack received positive reviews from critics. Nikhat Kazmi of The Times of India gave the album 3.5 stars out of 5, calling it a "perfect soundtrack for a perfect movie". Rajeev Masand from CNN-IBN gave it 3 stars out of 5, saying that "Salim-Sulaiman's score is a
mix of the sounds that go into making a Bollywood movie." Naren Rao from Outlook India gave it 4 stars out of 5, saying it "is a mix of urban sounds and traditional classical instruments." The film received mixed reviews from critics. Rajeev Masand of CNN-IBN gave the movie 3 stars out of 5 and said that, "Sajid Nadiadwala's "Kick 2" is an improvement over the original as it has more action and
the plot is better. But, it does make you wonder why we need to see several rehashes of an idea that was first conceived as a spoof on Salman Khan's bare-chested, angry young man avatar." Hindilinks4u.com gave the movie 3.5 stars out of 5 and said that, "Kick 2 is a well-made commercial entertainer which will impress fans and audiences. A must watch for action lover.
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